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Abstract

The idea of the CHNET-TANDEM experiment is to develop and optimize a non-destructive technique, which allows analysis
deep inside the sample with a good spatial resolution, using a negative muon beam. By selecting the primary muon energies
appropriately, bulk analysis can be performed without destructing the sample. The experimental setup used for this experiment,
made by 2 hodoscopes and 5 HpGe, allowed us to collect very interesting preliminary data concerning scan momentum, positioning
and centering of the samples by means of two hodoscopes, analysis of standard material targets and elemental characterization of
Nuragic “Bronze Age” votive ship fragments.

Keywords: Atomic muon spectroscopy, muonic X-rays, non-destructive bulk analysis
PACS: 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Gx

1. Introduction1

Today, the conservation, preservation and study of cultural2

heritage is a highly considered field within Italy and Europe.3

Advanced analytical methods and techniques are an essential4
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prerequisite in this field as they provide the means to understand5

the characteristics of the objects under investigation, such as6

the provenance of raw materials, the manufacturing processes7

behind archaeological objects and the technical knowledge of8

past craftspeople. The analysis of the elementary composition9

of the material provides key information. The idea is to use the10

RIKEN-RAL intense pulsed muon beam [1] to develop a non-11

destructive technique, which allows analysis deep inside the12
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material with a good spatial resolution [2]. Because of the large13

muon mass compared to the electron mass, the muonic X-rays14

have energies very suitable for standard γ-ray spectroscopy, so15

every element is easily recognized. The characteristic muonic16

X-rays have energies which are about 200 times larger [4] than17

that of the characteristic X-rays generated for electron beam18

analysis. Muons also have a high transmission ability and can19

penetrate much deeper into materials than protons utilized for20

example in PIXE. Thus, it becomes possible to obtain informa-21

tion about the internal chemical composition of materials up to22

a few centimeters thick in a non-destructive manner. The goal23

of the project is to perform, controlling the muon beam mo-24

mentum, a non-destructive elemental depth-profile analysis [3]25

of archaeological findings, in materials that can be even several26

millimeters thick. A proof-of-principle experiment was con-27

ducted on the Port 4 beamline in April 2015. During this ex-28

periment [5] a new instrument was setup, built and installed29

into port 4. We also calibrated the detectors and measured30

standard samples (Au standards, Bronze Standards and pure31

elements)[5]. Since then, we have been able to analyze archeo-32

logical findings, such as Roman and Islamic coins, bronze age33

artifacts and ancient swords [6, 7].34

2. Experimental set-up35

The experimental setup includes two beam hodoscopes made36

of scintillating fibers coupled with SiPM, in order to obtain X-37

Y beam profile information, and 5 HpGe-detectors to detect the38

characteristic X-rays generated from metallic objects irradiated39

with negative muons (low, medium and high energy muonic40

X-rays).The aim of the second Hodoscope was to have more41

precise knowledge regarding the beam focus position and beam42

direction. This information is crucial for the implementation43

and validation of the Monte Carlo simulation, which will be44

need for an accurate quantitative analysis.45

3. Results46

During 4 days of beam time, from 7th to 11th October47

2017, we reached all the objectives expected for the experiment48

172028. Also, interesting preliminary results emerged regard-49

ing the scan beam momentum and the analysis of 4 fragments50

of Nuragic votive ships [8]. First of all, we were able to opti-51

mize the position of the sample with respect to the center of the52

beam, by using scintillating optic fiber sensors read with SiPM53

which allow the measurement of the muon flux before and af-54

ter the sample ??fig1). We also performed a detailed scanning55

(from 28 to 72 MeV/c with 1 MeV/c step) of the beam momen-56

tum with a multi-layer sample consisting of PTFE, Al, Si, Sn,57

Fe, Cu, Zn, Ag, Ta, Au, layers of variable thickness (250 um58

to 1.3 mm). The results were compared with a simple model59

for the muon stopping distribution, which highlighted the need60

to correct the actual momentum by a factor 1.03. A more de-61

tailed quantitative analysis and comparison with the simulations62

could provide a better understanding of the correct value of the63

muon momentum and its distribution 2. Finally, we irradiated 464

fragments of Nuragic Bronze Age votive ship, from 4 different65

Sardinian archaeological sites, whose analysis showed interest-66

ing differences in the ratio of Sn/Cu. This gives the possibil-67

ity of dividing the set of samples into two clusters of common68

“fabrication provenance”, one with ratio 0.10 ± 0.01 and one69

compatible with a ratio of 0.03 ± 0.01.70

Figure 1: Muon beam intensity acquired by a scintillating optic fiber sensor.

Figure 2: Spectra representing the different momentum of the muon beam.

4. Conclusions71

The tests carried out showed the possibility of performing72

non-destructive measurements for the elemental analysis of ar-73

chaeological samples, which can be characterized both superfi-74

cially and in depth, by modulating the muon beam momentum.75
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